The paper first reviews the recent trends of research subjects in high voltage engineering, and explains several current topics now actively studied.
Introduction

What is high voltage (HV) engineering?
What research items should I take up as current topics in HV engineering?
In order to review the HV engineering, I must start with these questions. High voltage engineering is related to very wide fields of sciences and technologies, which range from mathematics, basic physical processes of electrons, atoms and molecules to various kinds of HV equipment now utilized in power systems. According to this interdisciplinary or multi-field feature, the definition of "HV engineering" changes with the scope of a scientific or technological society, magazine, meeting, and so on, where the word is used. Sometimes HV engineering covers a wide range, for example, when it includes electrical discharge in various media and/or electric power equipment. At other times it is fairly limited or narrow-ranging.
The sub-session "High Voltage Engineering & Power Apparatus (GIS, GCB) " at the International Session in TEE Japan & Energy '93 is a still wideranging one. My selection will be inevitably arbitrary. Here I first review the recent trends of research subjects in HV engineering mainly from the International Symposium on High Voltage Engineering. After the general view I take up several topics now actively studied or in development.
Technical Subjects of the ISH
The ISH, International Symposium on HV Engineering, is the largest and only one international meeting in the field of HV engineering. It was proposed by the late Prof. Prinz of the Technical University Munich, Germany (West Germany at that time), and started there in 1972 with 93 papers from 18 countries. The 8th ISH was held at Yokohama, Japan, in August this year. Table 1 shows some data concerning the seven previous Symposiums. It can be seen that the number of presented papers has remarkably increased with every Symposium. The 7th ISH registered the highest number both in papers (466) and participants (594). Table 2 shows the ratio of papers in technical subjects, which roughly correspond to the grouping at the 7th (Dresden) and the 8th (Yokohama). However, as the technical subjects considerably Table 2 and correspondingly redistributed papers.
The percentage at the 8th ISH is for submitted abstracts, and not for papers to be presented.
The following features can be pointed out from 
GIS---Insulation Diagnostics
Gas insulation using compressed SF6 gas is con- New Applications of Gas Insulaton
DC Gas Insulation
As already described, SF6 gas insulation technique has been successfully developed in ac power systems. The recent progress of dc power transmission projects is promoting the development of highly reliable dc equipment with space-saving potential.
One possibility for that is the application of compressed SF6 gas insulation technique in dc switchgears.
One of the difficulties with dc gas isulated equip- Exception lies in the field of analytical techniques.
High voltage and high current are the necessary condition for obtaining or transmitting high energy.
Even if the voltage of commercial ac and dc power systems attains saturation, HV will be required in various new fields using electrical discharge, electrostatics, pulsed power, and so on. Such a trend can be seen in the increase of papers belonging to Subject 8 at the recent ISH's as in Table 2 . 
